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Abstract— Fatal accidents related to underground coal 

mines need the implementation of high-level gas like 

carbonic acid gas (CO2), monoxide (CO) and sulfide (H2S) 

observance and miner’s localization approaches to push 

underground safety and health. In the Era of embedded 

technology, the Zigbee protocols utilized in a lot of 

applications. The applying styles an observance system for 

mine safety supported Zigbee wireless detector network. 

The projected system gathers temperature conditions, 

wetness share and current methane series values of mine 

through temperature detector nodes, gas detector nodeId 

conjointly gather information of range of individuals 

operating within the mine with the assistance of an IR 

detector, then transmits the info to IP terminal supported 

ARM. The terminal sends the info to the bottom section 

through Zigbee, and within the ground section, the process 

terminal monitors the info and sends the info to the 

computer to avoid wasting them and for remote users to 

inquire. An SMS is additionally send to the corresponding 

member through GSM in order that warning to the personnel 

can occur. 
Key words: Global Positioning System (GPS), ARM, 

Zigbee, SMS, GSM 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The current safety observance systems within mine 

unremarkably uses cable network and rare of them uses 

wireless device networks however they additionally can’t 

offer the main points of the quantity of individuals operating 

within the mines. once  accident happened, particularly 

explosion, the sensors and cables sometimes were broken 

fatally, and could not offer info for rescue search operations 

and detection events .In this application, Wireless device 

network will solve the key problems with communication 

information measure, mobile information transmission, 

employees orientation, operating surface period of time 

observance, synchronization observance and then on. 

 In current state of affairs each system tends to be 

additional targeted toward automation to face current 

challenges. within the current generation machine-controlled 

systems uses seldom terribly less manual operations square 

measure having additional flexibility, additional reliableness 

and additional correct. Since increasing automation demand 

each field prefers machine-controlled management systems. 

Notably within the field of safety, machine-controlled 

systems square measure giving sensible performance. And 

this can be summarized by creating use of Zigbee 

technology for communication. Zigbee is wireless 

technology supported IEEE 802.15.4 Personal space 

Network customary. Chiefly designed for the wide move 

dominant applications and to switch the present, it's 

presently operative at two.4GHz doctrine bands Worldwide 

at a most information transfer rate of 250kbps. 

 This article styles an observance system supported 

Zigbee technology and BLE to create wireless device 

network. The device nodes within the underground section 

can send the collected information to embedded network 

controller supported ARM kernel. So the controller receives 

the information and sends them to the bottom computer by 

the employment of Zigbee protocol. With the thought of 

M2M (machine to machine, machine to mobile, mobile to 

machine), the bottom computer saves the parameter values 

and also the microcontroller transmits the observance results 

to the mobile phones through GPRS, and also the abnormal 

things may be addressed in time. Additionally, the mobile 

inquiring service may also be supported. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

In [1] Problem mainly related to dynamic space 

management is concerned. To detect the flaws in the safety 

system Spatial Data Mining technology was used with GIS 

technology. It uses the stored previous data to uses Data 

mining techniques to predict the upcoming process or 

forecast new emergency. It has also used GIS technology 

which is used for visualization function’ It will reduce the 

mine disaster and will improve the safety level in coal 

mines. 

 In [2] the safe production level of coal mine is still 

not upto the mark, today also people are losing their lives 

mainly mines workers and loss of property is also happening 

commonly. Due to which large losses occurs. Here Zigbee 

technology is used to transmit data over wirelessly so that if 

depth of mines also increases then it does not affect much on 

the cost. It reduces the cost and increases effective 

communication in nodes. 

 In [3] the PIC16F8771 microcontroller is mainly 

used with Zigbee to provide safety system in coal mines 

from methane and other gases, also to make a early warning 

intelligence system RF receiver and transmitter for location 

detection of main flaws present in the coal mines is used, 

also it gives the location of person trapped in mines after 

some internal disaster occurs It also uses a smart helmet 

system to get data of person working inside the coalmines. It 

also collects data of atmospheric condition like gas, 

temperature and humidity parameters. It uses LDR (Light 

dependent resistor).The main focus in this system is 

dependent on smart helmet which consist of sensors of 

collection of all atmospheric parameters from nodes, then 

RF signals are used to get the data of worker working inside 

of mine. All these data is transmitted to outer world through 

Zigbee module .It provides a better way of safety systems 

since it is cost effective plus the components used are very 

less in it. 

 In [4] it mainly focuses on the number count of 

workers present in the mines. It present that most of the 

safety system mainly collects environmental parameters like 

temperature, pressure, humidity, gas for the detection of 

danger in coal mines but none of them mainly focuses on the 

number count of worker working inside the mines, which 

will give exact count of the count of the workers present 
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currently inside mines. It also uses ZigBee technology for 

data transmission with AVR Microcontroller to detect the 

danger and transmit to the base node from which it can be 

transmitted outside for proper rescue of the people working 

inside the coal mines. It is very helpful for safety of lives in 

coal mines. 

 In [5] since due to climate change and global 

warming is increasing there is also increasing risk factors 

like fire in the mines.so there is need of system which 

increases automation in this field plus gives a better way of 

safety system for coal mines. It uses MSP430, temperature 

sensor LM35 smoke detector and wireless module ZigBee 

for remote data logging at central location to control the 

internal climate status with help of motor and valve control 

circuitry. It improves the practical ability and flexibility of 

monitoring system which is rare of kind. 

 In [6] main concentration is towards the parameter 

monitoring and rescue system based on Zigbee module 

mainly .It takes data from sensor nodes like gas sensor MQ7 

then uses intelligent system of data mining technology to 

predict the accident and to store the data of previously 

accidents so that the system can become more intelligent 

.The main objective is to monitor, communicate and rescue 

.So it monitors data through sensor like MQ7 .Also it has 

smart buzzer control system. It is improving the safety 

system of coal mines gradually. 

 In [7] safety system is mainly concentrated towards 

the ZigBee module and it also uses GSM technology for 

data transmission of nodes data to mobile phone through 

internet .In this system data collected through nodes is 

transmitted through ZigBee from underground mine to 

ground mine portion .It is then processed and submitted to 

GSM module which then sends all the info to mobile phone, 

which is accessible to all mine working committee. The 

biggest flaw in this system is data security. Data flow 

through the GSM is available to all the people regard less 

their position and rank in community of mine field so 

anyone can see the location as well security is not there. The 

good feature of this model was that the data is available 

through the phones to all. 

 In [8] Safety system is mainly focused on the 

methane gas monitoring system inside the coal mines. This 

theory said that RS485 system is used for methane 

monitoring system. It is having high reliability and easy 

operation but it uses traditional method of wires connected 

through sensor nodes to transmit the data to microcontroller 

for taking respective action against the emergency situation 

like coal roof fall, gas leakage and fire. 

 In [9] surveillance system designing is major issue 

which is based on the low power WSN. It also uses ZigBee 

technology for data transmission. It is based on CC2530 

transceiver which is fast in data transmission. It will 

enhance the safety of the miners working underground with 

more reliability and better flexibility. 

 In [10] event reporting technology and warning 

safety is major objective. It shows the change in traditional 

and newer transmission technology. Mainly coal mines of 

China is being focused on research priority. It has smart 

system if early warning system in which if contamination 

arises above particular level then alarm will start giving 

warning to workers to move out of the mine field 

immediately. 

III. ARCHITECTURE 

The safety system works in two fields one is underground 

system and another is ground system. Underground system 

works for physical information assortment through detector 

nodes and so sends to the Arduino microcontroller. 

 While another ground system in the main focuses 

on the taking decision and transmitting information to outer 

side of mine, also it will alert the workers in mine of any 

danger. 

A. Underground Section 

 
In the underground section, the physical parameters like 

current temperature, wetness and gases area unit measured 

by suggests that of several detectors like LM335Z that is 

temperature detector and different sensor which is able to 

measure the gas percentages. If any of the received 

parameters on the far side the immoderate limit, then a 

Buzzer are going to be ON, giving warning to the 

individuals. The parameters displayed on the mobile and 

seven segment display screen and likewise as transmitted to 

the bottom Section through the Zigbee Transceiver. 

B. Ground Section 

 
In the Ground Section, the Zigbee Transceiver receives the 

knowledge and sends to the ARDUINO controller. The 

alphanumeric display connected to the controller displays 

the knowledge within the Ground Section. The controller is 

connected to the GSM electronic equipment through 

Arduino. Variety of mobile phones to that the information 

needs to be sent is connected to the electronic equipment 

through GSM network. Additionally, the controller is 

connected to computer, the measured values can be 

ceaselessly displayed and hold on within the computer for 

future use. 

IV. METHODOLOGY & TECHNOLOGY 

The components used in these include many components 

taking Arduino as microcontroller for data processing. 

 
Fig. 1: 
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 System uses a spatial data technology for data 

mining to predict the problem which can arise when a 

particular content of physical parameter like when the limit 

of dangerous gases like methane, carbon dioxide or carbon 

monoxide, then at time it will detect this flaw in mine 

through sensor, then process the data, if it is above particular 

limit then it will start the buzzer so that it will alert all of 

people working inside the mine. Plus spatial technology is 

also useful since it will collect the data and uses technique to 

detect why the problem does came (reason of alert). 

A. Danger Identification Calculation 

Every SN of the proposed framework runs a conveyed 

occasion recognition calculation for nearby occasions, while 

the BS runs a worldwide occasion identification calculation. 

For the most part, the foundation of any occasion 

recognition approach is anomaly identification, which 

comprises of perceptions of significant contrasts from an 

ordinary dataset of qualities. Exceptions could be 

commotion or sensor shortcomings. In this manner, the 

occasion identification algorithm of each SN is designed in 

such a way that they identify an event if four consecutive 

readings of anomalies are gotten by the SN. Albeit 

numerous exception location approaches exist, grouping was 

considered as the most proper in light of its 

straightforwardness, high anomaly discovery, low false 

inspiration, and high dependability. Among apportioning 

grouping approaches, K-implies has picked up prevalence as 

it can fuse various properties and can be actualized in an 

unsupervised way. The time arrangement condition of a K-

implies calculation was utilized for information dividing. It 

takes after the run of k≤n, where k is the quantity of bunches 

and n is the quantity of perceptions. Track duplication of 

dist (a, b) has been evacuated by utilizing the Euclidean 

separation from the Malinowski space utilizing the 

accompanying relationship 

(dab)2 = (n ∑ a=1(xia−cka))2 

 Here, touch is the separation of the I-th information 

point to the focal point of group k, xi is the I-th information, 

and Cka is the centroid of the bunch. An unfaltering 

verification of group examination is the Silhouette esteem 

(ζi) which is in the range of−1≤ ζi≤1 and has a simple 

graphical portrayal. For n groups, the outline coefficient 

values are 

ζi = (1/n)n ∑ i=1((βi−αi)/max(αi,β i)) 

 Here, αi is the normal separation of the I-th protest 

in an individual gathering of a similar group. On the off 

chance that αi is obscure, at that point the base separation 

(βi) is looked over another close-by group. This empowers 

the simple identification of an anomaly from the gathered 

information in a mine domain. The total Euclidean 

separation got from K-implies is put away and used to 

decide the commitment of each weight by following these 

means: 

1) The commitment of each property is resolved from their 

mean and covariance 

2) The Euclidean separation is figured again for each 

property utilizing the mean and variance of the 

remaining attributes 

3) The newly calculated Euclidean distance is subtracted 

from the total Euclidean separation Dm 

4) The aftereffects of stage two are separated by the Dm to 

decide the commitment of properties. 

Also we will be able to know the answer of question like 

why this danger came, what the flaw behind it was and 

which part of mine is  more active to these disaster. 

 
Fig. 2: 

B. Mineworker Tracking Calculation 

 
Fig. 3: 

In underground mines, following is as yet an unsolved issue 

as a large portion of the connected methods depend on RSS. 

The unforgiving condition and uneven surfaces of mine 

dividers make RSS estimations exceedingly powerless 

against blunders. In this examination, this impact was 

limited utilizing a RSS run based weighted centroid 

approach by making a tradeoff amongst precision and 

computational many-sided quality. This calculation uses 

RSS estimations of portable hubs as per their logarithmic 

separations from SNs. Our model takes after a direct 

connection amongst RSSI and logarithmic separation given 

by 

RSSI (dBm) = A−10nlog10(d) 

 To upgrade exactness, the present framework 

estimates control from no less than three reference SNs, 

bringing about a harsh estimation of MN. Refinement is 

finished utilizing a triangulation approach of centroid 

restriction. SNs with known directions Nk = Nl(x, y) ought 

to be defined over the whole framework to help assess the 

situation of MN situated inside the scope of SNs, given by 

Pk(xk,yk) = (1/n)n ∑ l=1Nl(x,y) 

 This restriction just considers the scope of SN, 

while disregarding RSS estimations of MN. These outcomes 

are ascertained in light of equivalent separations for all 

reference hubs. Hence, we considered advanced algorithms 

based on weighte dentroids, in which each SN contributes 
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by assigning a weight factor to the RSS. Position estimation 

of MN inside the scope of every sn is given by 

The evaluated places of the objective hub are: 

Xest =m ∑ i=1(Wi×xi)Yest =m ∑ i=1(Wi×yi) 

Equation presents the estimated position of a target node. 

Thus, it provides the benefits of low-many-sided quality and 

high exactness. 

V. RESULT & ANALYSIS 

 
Fig. 4: 

Whenever a change in usual parameter of physical 

components like gas leakage or increase in concentration of 

gases like elements happens, then buzzer will start to sound 

.Also through GSM technology the message will be sent to 

all workers working inside the coal mines .So that they can 

leave immediately. Also the message provided will be 

particular for inside the field. Once rectified the problem 

everything will again come to the normal. The ZigBee 

module can transmit data upto 110m. 

 
Fig. 5: 

 The fig shows the message sent from GSM module 

to workers worming inside mine with location detected 

through IR sensors and GPS. Since wireless technology like 

ZigBee and BLE are used so it is more secure and efficient. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This project is developed to help the Coal Authority of India 

to make working in coal mines more safely than previous 

one .Previous one uses the traditional cables connection for 

their working and data transmission for modules which was 

not secure at all. By putting GPS inside the system now we 

can locate the miners easily which is great for human safety 

in case of accidents. Also spatial data mining technology is 

increasing this system to be more efficient and intelligent 

than any other system. It is more intelligent since spatial 

data technology uses previously stored data for comparison   

with new one, which gives more potentiality to our 

presented system for safety of coal mines. 
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